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ABSTRACT
The aim of the present study was to investigate which type of representation of
three-dimension figures influences students in the 6th grade of the elementary
school to use proportional reasoning in volume tasks. Thus, the use of four
different representations (informational picture, solid net, decorative picture and
verbal representation) is examined, in an effort to identify differentiation among
students’ responses. The results of the research revealed that students use
proportional reasoning even in situations where linearity is not applicable. The
extent to which students used proportional reasoning appropriately was dependent
on the type of representation. Specifically, the problems accompanied by an
informative picture or nets enhanced the illusion of linearity, in contrast with
decorative pictures which inhibited the application of linear relations.

INTRODUCTION
Several researches indicated that students of different ages have a strong tendency
to apply linear or proportional models, even in situations where linearity is not
applicable (De Bock Verschaffel & Janssens, 1998; Van Dooren, De Bock,
Hessels, Janssens & Verschaffel, 2005; Modestou & Gagatsis, 2004; Modestou,
Gagatsis & Pitta-Pantazi, 2004). According to De Bock and his colleagues (1998),
this tension has been defined in several ways, as illusion of linearity, linear trap,
linear obstacle or linear misconception.
The phenomenon of illusion of linearity appears in tasks of area and volume, where
learners tend to apply the linear model in non-proportional situations, as in the case
of enlargement or reduction of a figure’s size (De Bock et al, 1998; 2002b). Indeed,
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recent studies (De Bock et al, 1998; Modestou & Gagatsis, 2007; 2006) revealed a
deep-rooted tendency among students to improperly apply the linear model in word
problems which involve the concept of length in combination with the concepts of
areas and volumes, respectively. While previous studies reported the extent to
which different characteristics of the task affect students’ improper use of linear
reasoning, it is unclear which types of representations strengthen this phenomenon.
Thus, the aim of the present study was to investigate whether different
representations of rectangular parallelepiped impact on the use of proportionality in
volume tasks. Specifically, verbal representation, net, informational picture and
decorative picture are exploited.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Proportional or non-proportional reasoning
Proportional relations are widely applicable and useful for the understanding
numerous everyday life situations and furthermore many mathematical problems
(Van Dooren et al., 2004). Both from a psychological and a mathematical point of
view, the idea of linearity comes first, since linear functions appear immediately in
human’s mind (Rouche, 1989).
However, the wide application of linearity at numerous occasions in school
mathematics may lead students– and even adults– in a tendency to see and apply
the linear model ‘everywhere’. The “illusion of linearity” is a recurrent
phenomenon that seems to be universal and resistant to a variety forms of support
aimed at overcoming it (De Bock et al., 2003). Proportions appear to be deeply
rooted in students’ intuitive knowledge and are used in a spontaneous and even
unconscious way, which makes the linear approach quite natural, unquestionable
and to certain extend inaccessible for introspection or reflection (De Bock et al.,
2002a). Therefore, as Verschaffel and his colleagues (2000) illustrate, it takes a
radical conceptual shift to move from the uncritical application of this simple and
neat mathematical formula to the modeling perspective that takes into account the
reality of the situation being described.
Using the linear model in the concepts of area and volume
According to Freudenthal (1983), “Linearity is a suggestive property of relations
that one readily yields to the seduction to deal with each numerical relation as if it
were linear” (p. 267). The tendency to overgeneralise the linear model is repeatedly
mentioned in mathematics education’s literature and in recent years it has been in
the focus of systematic empirical research. For example, the abovementioned
phenomenon had been studied in elementary arithmetic (Van Dooren et al., 2005),
probability (Van Dooren et al., 2003), algebra and calculus (Esteley, Villareal &
Alagia, 2004). Moreover, geometry is a particular mathematical area where the
illusion of linearity is widely applicable. Concretely, students of different ages
believe in a linear relation between the lengths, areas and volumes of similarly
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enlarged geometrical figures, thinking that if a figure is enlarged k times, the area
and volume of that figure are enlarged k times as well (De Bock, Verschaffel, &
Janssens, 1998; De Bock et al., 2002a; 2002b; Freudenthal, 1983; Modestou et al,
2004).
De Bock, Verschaffel and Janssens (2002b) pointed out, that students’ experience
from real life situations with enlarging and reducing operations do not necessarily
make them aware of the different growth rates of length, area and volume.
Therefore, students strongly tend to see the relations between length and area or
between length and volume as linear instead of quadratic and cubic, respectively.
As a consequence, students apply linear relations instead of square or cube
relations to determine the area or volume of an enlarged or a reduced figure.
A considerable number of research studies (De Bock et al., 1998; 2002a; 2003;
Van Dooren et al, 2005; Modestou & Gagatsis, 2004; Modestou et al, 2004)
examines and tries to overcome students’ tendency to deal with non-proportional
tasks concerning area and volume as if they were proportional. In particular, De
Bock and his partners (1998) revealed a strong tendency among 12-13 year old
students to apply proportional reasoning in problem situations concerning area. In
an effort to overcome students’ linear obstacle De Bock and his colleagues
increased the authenticity of the problem context (De Bock et al., 2003) and used
visual and metacognitive scaffolds (De Bock et al., 2002b), without leading
students to the desirable result. Specifically, in the case of visual support at the
non-proportional problems, students relied on formal strategies such as using
formulas instead of their own or a given drawing (De Bock et al., 1998). Students
in some cases discarded the results given from mathematical formulas for
measuring the area and volume of a figure, in favour of the application of the linear
model (Modestou & Gagatsis, 2007).
Different representations
There is a strong support in the mathematics education community that students
reinforce their mathematical conceptual understanding by experiencing multiple
representations (e.g., Janvier, 1987; Sierpinska, 1992). The term “representations”
is interpreted as the tools used for mathematical ideas’ exhibition such as tables,
graphs, and equations (Confrey & Smith, 1991). A representation is defined as any
configuration of characters, images and concrete objects that can symbolize or
“represent” something else (Kaput 1985; Goldin, 1998; DeWindt-King & Goldin,
2003).
Carney and Levin (2002) proposed five functions that pictures serve in text
processing– decorative, representational, organizational, interpretational and
transformational. Thus, the studies presented in this section suggest four functions
of pictures in mathematics problem solving: (a) decorative, (b) representational, (c)
organizational and (d) informational. Decorative pictures do not give any actual
information concerning the solution of the problem. Representational pictures
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represent the whole or a part of the content of the problem, while organizational
pictures provide directions for drawing or written work that support the solution
procedure. Finally, informational pictures provide information that is essential for
the solution of the problem.

METHOD
Data were collected through an anonymous test that was administered to 87 sixthgrade students of elementary schools in Cyprus, who were randomly selected.
The test was consisted of four tasks asking students to measure the volume of a
rectangular parallelepiped and then to estimate the new volume while one or two
dimensions of the solid were increased. Concretely, the test included four tasks (see
Appendix), each of them presented in different representation: informational
picture (task 1), solid net (task 2), decorative picture (task 3) and verbal
representation (task 4). Figure 1 shows the encoding of the variables.
Vi: Volume in the task accompanied with informative picture
Vip: Volume while the dimension/s of the figure presented in task Vi is/are increased
SVipr: Use of proportional reasoning in the task Vip
Vn: Volume in the task accompanied with solid net
Vnp: Volume while the dimension/s of the figure presented in task Vn is/are increased
SVnpr: Use of proportional reasoning in the task Vnp
Vd: Volume in the task accompanied with decorative picture
Vdp: Volume while the dimension/s of the figure presented in task Vd is/are increased
SVdpr: Use of proportional reasoning in the task Vdp
Vv: Volume in the task accompanied with verbal representation
Vvp: Volume while the dimension/s of the figure presented in task Vv is/are increased

Figure 1: Variables
Students’ answers were coded as 0, 0.5 and 1. More specific, correct responses in
volume measurement tasks were marked with 1 and incorrect responses with 0.
However, 0.5 was used in the cases that only the solution appeared, without any
explanation for the process followed is giving.
Data were analyzed using the statistical package CHIC which produced three
diagrams: the similarity diagram, the implication graph and the hierarchical tree
(Bodin, Coutourier, & Gras, 2000). The former diagram represents groups of
variables which are based on the similarity of students’ responses to these
variables. The implication graph shows implications of the form A→B, meaning
that success in question A implies success in question B. Finally, the hierarchical
tree shows the implication between sets of variables. In this study we use only the
first two diagrams.
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RESULTS
The basic aim of the study was to examine whether different types of
representation affect sixth grades students’ performance in solving volume tasks.
Table 1 shows students’ performance on the four tasks of the questionnaire. The
highest percentage in measuring the volume of the rectangular parallelepiped
(71.84%) is observed when the task was accompanied with decorative picture and
with verbal representation (70.69%), while the lowest percentage (37.93%) refers
to the task with informational picture (37.93%). Although, is observed that only in
the case of decorative picture, students used less proportional reasoning (14.94%)
and gave the right answer (48.28%). It is important to mention that the task with
verbal representation was the only task of the test, which requires proportional
reasoning for the right answer and for this reason the percentage of using
proportional reasoning is considerable (47,7%).
Table 1: Students’ performance on problem tasks.

Informational
picture
Net
Decorative picture
Verbal
representation

Measurement
of Volume

Use of nonproportional reasoning
(Right answer)

Use of
proportional
reasoning

37.93%
63.22%
71.84%

15.52%
23.56%
48.28%

37.93%
33.33%
14.94%

70.69%

-

47.7%

To examine the relationships between students’ performance to solve volume
measurement tasks were given in different representations and their tendency to
use proportional reasoning we employed the statistical implicative analysis. The
analysis gave us the similarity diagram (see figure 2), which allowed for the
grouping of the tasks and the statements based on the homogeneity by which they
were handled by students.
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Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Figure 2: Similarity diagram of students’ responses to the four-part of test.
The similarity diagram showed a formation of three linked groups of tasks. The
first group (Vi, Vip, Vnp, Vdp, Vn) include the right answers in non linearity tasks
and also the volume measuring tasks with informational picture and net (Vi and
Vn). These tasks were the most difficult for students. The second group (Vd, Vv,
Vvp) was comprised by the volume measuring task with decorative picture and the
tasks with verbal description. The third group (SVipr, SVdpr, SVnpr) consisted of
the use of proportional reasoning to solve the volume tasks with informational
picture, decorative picture and net.
The implication graph in figure 3 shows significant implicative relations between
the tasks of the test. Specifically, it suggests that success in non proportional
problems with informational picture (Vip) and net (Vnp) implies success in
measuring the volume of rectangular parallelepiped with informational picture
(Vi), find the right answer in non proportional task with decorative picture (Vdp)
and in measuring the volume of the solids with net (Vn), with verbal description
(Vv) and with decorative picture (Vd).
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As figure 3 shows, the easiest task of the test was to find the
volume of the solid with decorative picture in contrast with
the non proportional tasks with net and informational
picture which considered as the most difficult. Also, it is
observed that the use of proportional reasoning appears
only in the case of the net (SVnpr) and implies the
measuring the volume of the solid of the net.

DISCUSSION
The aim of the present study was to examine the influence
of four different representations (informational picture, net,
decorative picture, verbal representation) on the application
of proportional relations in the cases of non proportional
tasks. More concretely, the effect of verbal representation,
net, informational picture and decorative picture was
examined, in the measurement of the volume of rectangular
parallelepiped when while one or more dimensions of the
solid are increased.
With regard to the results of the study, the students
confronted difficulties in stereometry tasks since low
percentages of correct answers appeared. It can be assumed
Figure 3:
that students’ difficulties in stereometry tasks are due to the
Implication graph
mathematics curriculum and textbooks used in Cyprus.
illustrating
Specifically, in mathematics teaching, the threerelations among
dimensional figures are presented in a two-dimensional
the students’
form that inhibits students’ conceptual understanding
answers
(Parzysz, 1988). According to Gutierrez (1992), the
abovementioned teaching approach encourages students to
create in their minds many separate images and then to try to connect them.
Moreover, the present study confirmed students’ tendency to handle non
proportional tasks as proportional, verifying similar findings (De Bock et al., 1998;
De Bock, et al, 2002a; Modestou, Gagatsis & Pitta-Pantazi, 2004). De Bock and his
colleagues (2002b), in an attempt to analyze students’ cognitive process leading to
contradicting applications of the proportional model, reported that this process is
influenced to a large extent by students’ mathematical perceptions. Indeed,
students’ perceptions that all numerical relations between numbers have a
proportional form, their intuitive knowledge, as well as their limited geometrical
knowledge strengthen the mistaken application of the proportional model (De
Bock, Verschaffel & Janssens, 2002a; 2002b).
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With respect to the use of different representations, the results of the present study
revealed that they affect the degree to which proportional relations are applied
during volume’s measurement. In particular, problems accompanied by informative
picture or nets enhanced the illusion of linearity. This finding is conflicting due to
the fact that both informative picture as nets include information useful for problem
solving, that was expected to strengthen students’ conceptual understanding and
consequently to avoid the erroneous use of the proportional model.
On the other hand, tasks accompanied by decorative representation inhibit the
application of linear relations. At this end, problems’ complicated verbal
description in combination with students’ failure to use suitably knowledge of real
world for the solution of the problem leads to the use of proportional reasoning in
verbal problems. A similar outcome would be expected also in the case of
problems accompanied by a decorative picture since the picture does not provide
any additional information to the problem and so the students grounded on the
verbal form of the problem. Nevertheless, decorative pictures helped students to
conceive better the data of problem, the situation that was described and
consequently deduced the application of the proportional model.
Summing up, it can be deduced that the results of the present study offer important
instructive practices. Since students apply proportional relations even in cases that
are not applicable, it is essential to develop a suitable teaching environment
capable of reducing students’ tendency to overuse proportional relations. This
instructive intervention has to affect students’ conceptual comprehension for the
proportional reasoning in the specific socio-cultural frame where teaching takes
place (De Bock et al., 2003).
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APPENDIX
1. a) Calculate the volume of the cube.

b) Calculate the volume of the cube, if all its dimensions are tripled.
2. a) Calculate the volume of the box when the shape folds.
2 cm
4 cm

6 cm

b) Calculate the volume of the box if any two of the three
dimensions are doubled.
3. a) The small cornflakes pack has dimensions 10 cm height,
5 cm length and 4 cm width. Calculate the volume of the
small pack?
b) The big cornflakes pack has double dimensions in
comparison with the small pack. Calculate the volume
of the big pack?
4. a) Michael’s swimming-pool is 2 m deep, 3 m wide and 5 m long.
How many liters of water Michael needs in order to fill the
swimming-pool?
b) If the length of the swimming-pool is doubled, how many times
the volume of water will increase in order to fill the swimmingpool?

